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Defense Forensic Science Center
Gillem Enclave (formerly Ft. Gillem)
Forest Park, GA
Proximity to Atlanta
Library Point portal thru the Army.
DFSC Library home page

Live Fall 2012.
Fee and Open Access Periodical Titles.

Paid Subscriptions

- Analytical Chemistry
- Australian Journal of Forensic Sciences
- Canadian Society of Forensic Science Journal *(Routed in print.)*
- Drug Testing and Analysis
- Electrophoresis
- Fingerprint Whorl *(Routed in print.)*
- Fire Engineering
- Forensic Science Abstracts
- Forensic Science International
- Forensic Science International - Genetics
- Forensic Science Policy & Management
- Forensic Science Review *(Routed in print.)*
- Genetics
- Genome Research
- iO360 Imaging Observer
- International Journal of Legal Medicine
- Jane’s Intelligence Review
- Journal of Computational Biology
- Journal of Electronic Imaging
- Journal of Fire Sciences
- Journal of Forensic and Legal Medicine
- Journal of Forensic Sciences
- Journal of Legal Medicine
- Legal Medicine
- Microscopy and Microanalysis
- Police Chief *(Routed in print.)*
- Propellants Explosives Pyrotechnics
- Science
- Science and Justice
- Scientific Sleuthing Review *(Routed in print.)*

Open Access Periodicals

- Adhesives & Sealants Industry Magazine
- American Journal of Pathology
- Anil Agrawal’s Internet Journal of Forensic Medicine & Toxicology
- Annals of Burns and Fire Disasters
- Chesapeake Examiner
- Croatian Medical Journal
- Digital Imaging Digest
- Evidence Log
- Evidence Technology Magazine
- FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin
- Forensic Science Communications
- Forensic Magazine
- Genome Research
- Global Forensic Science Today
- International Journal of Cyber Criminology
- Internet Journal of Forensic Science
- Journal of American Society of Trace Evidence Examiners
- Journal of Forensic Dental Sciences
- Microgram Journal
- Nature Reviews Genetics
- NIJ Journal
- Nucleic Acids Research
- Problems of Forensic Sciences
- SPLC Intelligence Report
- Textile World
- Tire Business
In-house clients
Library staff, manager, network, web content/upload, budget, supervision, product selector/purchaser, reference/lit searcher, copyright police, cataloger, instructor, database manager, customer service, advertising, writer, and “other responsibilities as needed” by the boss(es).
Retirement gig as a beach mobile librarian but until then,
Jane.A.Killian.civ@mail.mil